Recreation and Touring
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Perception offers the broadest selection of kayaks meeting the most diverse needs of discerning paddlers. Every kayak offers exceptional performance,
stability and comfort. That’s why paddlers of every level choose Perception kayaks.

construction and fittings

To help you quickly find the kayaks of most interest to you our range is broken down into areas that help identify their intended use.
Our Recreation kayaks are a great way for you to begin or continue the sport of kayaking. Like every Perception kayak they benefit from unparalleled experience, design
expertise and a dedication to provide every paddler with a stable and solid boat.

You will immediately feel the confidence inspiring, safe, open styling when you hop on a Perception sit on kayak. The easy handling and dependable construction makes
them ideal for fun seekers of all ages especially at the beach or lake.
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tandem kayaks

choosing the right boat
When choosing your kayak, the most important consideration is, of course, what you plan to do with it. It could be family days out, lake excursions,
sea kayaking, river trips, weekend adventures, a quick blast after work ... or all of these. Ask yourself how much time you will spend doing each.
Our write ups should help you quickly differentiate between the various models. We have tried to keep these as jargon free as possible but understanding how the key
design specifications will affect your kayak is crucial.
Perception allows you to enjoy recreation and touring whilst keeping your head dry. You can relax knowing that our aim is to keep you upright. Stability, manoeuvrability
and predictable handling are key features of our kayaks.
Perception touring and recreational touring kayaks have excellent directional stability courtesy of our unique Tracking Hull with its defined keel line and tracking
channels. This allows us to make our hulls more stable without compromising speed and tracking. It also ensures rigidity and shape retention for improved performance.
From both practical and performance perspectives, length and width are extremely important. Because they are the most stable and easiest to handle in calm conditions,
kayaks that are short and wide are the best suited to beginners and recreational paddlers. Transportation and storage of a short kayak is also easier. A longer kayak is
more directionally stable and quicker although our Tracking Hull helps reduce the drop off in performance of a shorter kayak. A longer kayak is better for extended trips.
A longer, narrower kayak is more stable in a running sea because it will yaw less.
It is important to consider the load capacity of the kayak. Obviously, it is dangerous to overload a kayak. The performance and your control of a heavily loaded kayak
will be inhibited.
Outfitting features are listed for each kayak and reflect the intended use. A description of these features is found on pages four and five. Look for the features that will
suit the type of paddling you will be doing. A large number of these components are available as upgrade kits, so you can always add them later if you wish.
Once you have read through this brochure you should have a short list of kayaks which you consider appropriate for your requirements. We recommend that you try a
kayak to confirm that it performs as you had expected. Your local Perception Test Centre will hold test kayaks for this purpose.
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Whichever Perception kayak you choose, you can be confident that it has been manufactured to the exacting standards that have earned us an exceptional reputation
for consistent high quality.
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Recreation and Touring

Perception touring kayaks are built for taking every chance to Touch the Water. With a wide range of performance characteristics, effortless paddling, hallmark
Perception stability and reliability you’ll be forever spotting sections of water you can put the boat on and explore to your heart’s content.

Hull construction
comfort and control features
outfitting features
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outfitting and design features
comfort and control features

outfitting features

Self bailing system

Perception kayaks are built to last.
Your guarantee of consistent and
reliable quality comes from our use of
the finest materials and the most up to
date manufacturing techniques.

Tracking Hull

Easy Seal hatch and Flotation Bulkhead system

Staying on course comes naturally with our unique Tracking Hull. Tracking channels control the flow of water from
the moment it is guided past the bow until it slips around the pronounced skeg at the stern. The defined keel cuts through the
water between the channels to add further grip.

Our hatch and bulkhead system creates gear stowage compartments in
Expedition kayaks.

In choppy water you can be sure that you’re going to get wet.
The self bailers quickly drain water away from the cockpit of your
sit-on kayak as soon as you get moving.

Our hulls last longer because the
Superlinear Polyethylene we use has
exceptional levels of impact and abrasion
resistance. They perform better for longer
because our material has excellent shape
retention.
To ensure optimum strength in the areas
that are subjected to greatest wear and
stress our computerised production
programmes controls the positioning of
material in minute detail. This targeting
also allows us to make our boats lighter.
For consistent quality across our range
from extreme white water kayaks to
relaxed river tourers we use the same
materials and manufacturing techniques
for them all.

The Tracking Hull also gives you excellent stability without compromising speed and direction because it allows
us to use a broader and flatter profile. And because it’s built in, it never stops working.
Seats
Because you sit in a kayak, seat comfort is extremely important. Our contour moulded seating systems give you
maximum comfort without compromising safety and control. To further enhance comfort our touring kayaks feature
Thermofoam pads.
A soft contoured seat with smooth lines gives a snag-free seating position to our sit on kayaks. For added
comfort the seat can be enhanced with our foam moulded backrest or padded seat kit.
Backrests
To ensure your comfort and improve posture our recreation and touring kayaks feature backrests.
Our single seat touring kayaks feature a backrest that quickly adjusts for personal fitting. To enhance your comfort a
Thermofoam pad is fitted as standard. For additional support and cushioning on longer trips our Expedition kayaks feature our
unique High Support foam moulded backrest.
You’ll appreciate the relaxed comfort of the, polyethylene, High Support backrest in our Kiwi series and Vista.
For safe transportation and storage the backrests fold down.
Thermofoam pads
Because you’ll want to spend as much time as possible in your kayak we add cushioned comfort and warmth with
Thermofoam seat pads in all touring kayaks. A Thermofoam backrest pad is fitted to Standard specification touring kayaks.
These pads are also available as upgrade kits.
Footrest systems
Footrests allow you to brace in your paddling position for control and comfort.

Of course the better you look after your
kayak, the longer it will last.

Our recreation and touring kayaks feature tough, adjustable, pedal footrests to give solid support. To suit your
leg length the pedals quickly adjust into position. The footrests can be easily adapted to take rudder control lines.

Components

To give a comfortable support position, mould-in footrests are featured on our sit-on kayaks. For additional support and
bracing our Five-O and Surf specification Freedoms feature adjustable pedal footrests.

To ensure lasting performance, our
components are made from the
highest quality materials.
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All the parts used to make a Perception
kayak are meticulously researched and
tested. They are designed and built to do a
job. Everything from the polyethylene to
the fixings is used because it complies with
our exacting standards.

Flotation Bulkheads are formed from impervious, high density, foam which
adds buoyancy to your kayak and prevents swamping in a capsize. To keep the
compartments water tight we fix our bulkheads in position using the best
sealant available. This provides an excellent bond, which is proven to give
reliable service.
Our popular Easy Seal hatch is simple and quick to use. It fits easily onto
the rim, even with cold hands, and is secure under pressure. The hatch
is attached to the kayak by a retaining strap.
Since water can find its way into a compartment when you remove the hatch
we recommend that you carry all items in waterproof bags.
Deck elastics
To enable you to carry a map, drinks bottle, snack, camera or safety
items close to hand we fit deck elastics to all touring kayaks. It is
important to secure and waterproof all items carried on deck.
Grab handles
Carry your kayak to and from the water using the ergonomically designed
grab handles. To make carrying even easier selected sit on kayaks feature
mould in carry or grab handles.
Spraydecks
To help you stay warm and keep water out your kayak we offer different
size spraydecks to suit our various cockpits. Our Anti-Implosion Batten prevents
sagging and resists implosion under pressure. For a personal fit the waist and
cockpit are adjustable.
Our tandem kayak spraydecks are made in two pieces with Velcro
attachment. This allows you to separate from your paddling partner in
the event of a spillage.
Our spraydecks are made from hard wearing nylon with all seams taped.

Child seats
Smaller family members can join in the fun with our Child Seats.

Drain plug

A clip in seat is available for the Kiwi and Kiwi 2. A High Back seat is available for our other large cockpit kayaks.

To allow easy emptying of unwanted water drain plugs are fitted to most
kayaks.

Thigh braces
To give improved grip for control on longer trips and sea paddling, thigh braces are fitted to the Expedition specification
Carolina and the Sealion Fastnet.
De Luxe rudder
Ease directional stability in wind, waves and currents with this foot controlled rudder. It can be fitted as an
optional extra to all touring kayaks. The blade lifts from the water into a deck mounted cradle for beaching
and transport.

Removing the drain plug from your sit on kayak when it’s off the water
in hot conditions will allow expanding air to escape easily. Always
ensure that your drain plug is firmly in place before you take to the water.
Flotation blocks
Our kayaks are fitted with sufficient buoyancy to float in the event of a
swamping. The blocks are formed from high-grade foams to give lasting
performance.

For a dry ride on flat water foam moulded bungs are available to
plug the self bailers.
Thigh straps
Grip and control is increased by our thigh strap system. These
padded straps can be adjusted to suit different leg lengths and
achieve the desired fit.
Thigh straps are standard on Surf kayaks and our upgrade kit clips
quickly in place onto Beach kayaks for immediate use.
Foam moulded backrest kit
Benefit from the cushioned comfort and improved bracing of this
robust system. It clips easily into place on the accessory attachment
points and can be removed for transportation.
Padded seat kit
Add comfort with this all-in-one seat pad and backrest system. The
padded seat cushions your backside while the reinforced backrest
supports your posture.
Accessory attachment loops
So that you can quickly attach thigh straps, backrests and other
accessories for use, or remove them for transport, attachment
loops are fitted to all sit on kayaks.
Screw hatch
To create an internal storage space for small items a screw hatch
with mesh stowage bag is fitted to our Surf kayaks. An upgrade
kit is available for Beach kayaks (except the Squirt).
Storage keg
Stow your gear in this waterproof keg, which fits in the storage
recess of the Scooter, Gemini and Freedoms. The keg also doubles
up as a seat for lunch time on the bank or beach.
Accessory strap
To help retain your keg and other equipment, accessory straps can
be fitted to the storage recess.

Outfitting and design features

Hull Construction
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kiwi

kiwi

The Kiwi is a stable and predictable introduction to the kayaking experience. In fact it is so stable, comfortable
and easy to use that it doesn’t matter if you’ve never paddled a kayak before.
You’ll be enthralled by your time afloat.
User friendly handling and overall simplicity make the Kiwi a firm favourite with newcomers, families, rental fleets and
disability groups.
The cockpit is easy to access and gives a comfortable open feel. A spacious seat with backrest support allows you to relax
in your floating armchair. Smaller members of the family can even join you when using the clip in child seat which is easily
accommodated in the large cockpit.

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Large open cockpit
Contour moulded seat
Fold down backrest
Clip-in child seat
Adjustable pedal footrests
Ergonomic grab handles
Flotation blocks

Optional Extras:
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Batten
• Thermofoam seat pad

specification
Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Recreation kayak
Beginner - intermediate
Touring river, lake and canal
282 cm
Width 74 cm
Inside cockpit
19 kg
Maximum load 150 kg

100 x 46 cm

sierra

sierra

To help you stay on course and enjoy the benefits of touring with ease it features our tried and tested Tracking
Hull. It is our nimblest tourer because the shorter water line enables you to turn on command. Confidence
inspiring stability will keep you exploring to your heart’s content.
Storage and transportation are also made easy by the Sierra’s compact size. This is particularly beneficial if you
have a small car or little storage space.
The roomy cockpit, with Thermofoam cushioned seat and backrest, gives you easy access and real comfort afloat.
In fact the cockpit is so spacious that an optional child seat is available.
Small items can be clipped close to hand under the deck elastics. There is plenty of stowage space for larger items
below deck behind the seat. For more secure gear stowage on longer excursions and overnight trips the
Expedition specification features a rear Easy Seal hatch and Flotation Bulkhead system.

specification
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Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Recreational touring kayak
Beginner - intermediate
Lake, touring river, canal and estuary
338 cm
Width 72 cm
Cockpit
19 kg
Maximum load 200 kg

119 x 53cm

Expediton specification adds:
• Rear Easy Seal hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead
• Adjustable foam moulded High Support backrest
(all Expedition features are available as upgrade kits
for the Standard version)
Optional Extras:
• High Back child seat
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Batten
• De Luxe rudder kit

Hi back child seat

Kiwi and Sierra

The Sierra is a compact, stable and easy to paddle kayak from which to explore waterways and lakes.

outfitting
Standard specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Large open cockpit
• Contour moulded seat
• Adjustable backrest
• Thermofoam seat and backrest pads
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front deck elastics
• Ergonomic grab handles
• Flotation blocks
• Drain plug
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acadia

acadia

Our user friendly Acadia is a relaxed, easy going tourer for lakes, waterways, estuaries and calm coastal waters.
This smooth-flowing kayak is quick and holds a true course courtesy of our Tracking Hull. Whilst maintaining excellent
stability and agility the Acadia is longer and therefore quicker across the water than the smaller Sierra. This allows you to
travel further afield without committing to a full length touring kayak. Being compact it fits neatly on to the roof of a car
for your journey to the water. To cushion your travels the seat and backrest are both fitted with Thermofoam pads. Easy
cockpit access with plenty of room accommodates a wide variety of paddler sizes. Small items can be stored close to hand
under the front deck elastics. There is plenty of room for lunch and bulky items in the stern of the kayak.
More secure storage for longer excursions and overnight trips is offered in our Expedition version. The stern compartment
is accessed through an Easy Seal hatch. Greater postural support and comfort comes from the foam moulded High
Support backrest.

Expediton specification adds:
• Rear Easy Seal hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead
• Adjustable foam moulded High Support backrest
• Rear deck elastics
(all Expedition features are available as upgrade kits
for the Standard version)

specification
Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Touring kayak
Beginner - intermediate
Lake, touring river, canal, calm coast and estuary
374 cm
Width 72 cm
Inside cockpit 82 x 46 cm
22 kg Standard 24 kg Expedition
Maximum load 180kg

The Carolina is a quick and forgiving kayak for touring on canals, rivers, lakes, estuaries and the sea.
It has many of the user friendly characteristics of the Acadia, although it is sleeker, with a longer keel-line. This
adds directional stability, increases hull speed and gives more stowage space for equipment.
The Carolina’s versatility enables you to extend your touring horizons without sacrificing stability and easy control.
Use it for trips on your local waterways or pop to the coast and explore areas that have until now only been
feasible in more advanced sea kayaks.
Comfort is an important feature of the roomy cockpit. To cushion and support you where it counts the most on
lengthy excursions the seat and backrest feature Thermofoam pads.
Clip a camera, drinks bottle, snack or your safety equipment under the deck elastics. Lunch and plenty of other
gear can be stowed in dry bags below deck in the bow or stern. For more secure gear stowage on overnight or
extended trips the Expedition version has sealed front and rear stowage compartments accessed through Easy Seal
hatches. Greater comfort and control for longer trips comes from the High Support backrest and padded thigh
braces fitted to the Expedition version.

specification
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Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Touring kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, coast, estuary, touring river and canal
447 cm
Width 65 cm
Cockpit 80 x 45 cm
22 kg Standard 25 kg Expedition
Maximum load 180 kg

Optional Extras:
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Battens
• De Luxe rudder kit

carolina

outfitting
Standard specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Contour moulded seat
• Adjustable backrest
• Thermofoam seat and backrest pads
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front deck elastics
• Ergonomic grab handles
• Flotation blocks
• Drain plug
Expediton specification adds:
• Front and rear Easy Seal hatches
• Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads
• Padded thigh braces
• Adjustable foam moulded High Support backrest
• Rear deck elastics
(all Expedition features are available as upgrade kits
for the Standard version)
Optional Extras:
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Battens
• De Luxe rudder kit

Bulkheads

Acadia and Carolina

carolina

outfitting
Standard specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Contour moulded seat
• Adjustable backrest
• Thermofoam seat and backrest pads
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front deck elastics
• Ergonomic grab handles
• Flotation blocks
• Drain plug
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sealion fastnet

sealion fastnet
The Fastnet is a performance, state of the art, sea kayak.
This award winning design gains extraordinary speed from its long, narrow, drag-defying hull. The upswept bow
gives you lift to cut a route through anything from chop to rough seas. Rounded chines allow you to brace with
confidence and execute smooth transition turns. If you are less experienced you will find plenty of forgiveness to
ease yourself into a variety of lake and sea conditions.
Outfitting reflects the Fastnet’s classification as an expedition kayak. The comfortable cockpit is geared to long
days afloat with its Thermofoam cushioned seat, High Support backrest and padded thigh braces. There is plenty
of storage space in generous storage compartments, accessed through Easy Seal hatches. A purpose designed
touring footrest system gives you solid bracing and can easily be adapted for rudder control. Safety lines and deck
elastics are carried via recessed deck fittings.
Our De Luxe rudder can be added for improved control and response in all conditions.

specification
Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Sea touring
Intermediate - advanced
Coast, lake and estuary
502 cm
Width 58 cm
Inside cockpit
28 kg
Maximum load 180kg

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Adjustable contour moulded seat
Thermofoam seat pad
Adjustable foam moulded High Support backrest
Padded thigh braces
Adjustable Touring Footrest system
Front and rear Easy Seal hatches
Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads
Ergonomic grab handles
Safety lines
Front and rear deck elastics

Optional Extras:
• De Luxe rudder
• Neoprene Spraydeck

83 x 43 cm

Sealion fastnet

1010
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kiwi 2

kiwi 2

This compact tandem is the ideal way for you and your paddling partner or family to enjoy local waterways.
The Kiwi 2 enables you to explore with ease whether you are experienced or new to kayaking. Incredible forgiveness,
stablity and user friendly handling come from the broad, soft contoured hull which glides smoothly across the water.
A spacious open cockpit design gives easy access to the comfortable seats with High Support backrests. For family days
out a small child can join in the fun using the optional clip-in child seat. And if your paddling partner takes a day off the
front seat quickly adjusts for solo excursions.
Transport is made easier by the manageable length which also helps with storing the kayak when it’s not in use.

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Large open cockpit
Adjustable contour moulded front seat
Fixed contour moulded rear seat
Fold down High Support backrests
Adjustable pedal footrests (front seating position)
Ergonomic grab handles
Buoyancy blocks

Optional Extras:
• Clip-in child seat
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Battens
• Thermofoam seat and backrest pads
• De Luxe rudder

It’s easier to control and more comfortable to use than an open canoe making it a highly popular alternative.
Its a real favourite with friends, families, rental companies and disability groups.

specification
Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Tandem recreational kayak
Beginner - intermediate
Lake, touring river and canal
397 cm
Width 84 cm
Inside cockpit
28 kg
Maximum load 270kg

216 x 68 cm

kiwi 3

The Kiwi 3 is a quick and agile recreational touring kayak for friends and families.
You will find fun and confidence in this stable, predictable and user friendly tandem whether you are an
experienced paddler or starting out.
It has the same open feel as the Kiwi 2 with more speed and directional stability to give you scope to travel
further afield on lakes and waterways. This performance comes from our tried and tested Tracking Hull.
Plenty of leg room and spacious Thermofoam padded high-back seats give real comfort on short excursions or all
day trips. To allow you to trim the kayak for solo use and a variety of paddler combinations both seats adjust fore
and aft. A smaller family member can join in the fun when you add the optional High Back child seat.
A dry bag for your day’s essentials is easily accommodated in the roomy stowage space behind the rear seat. This
area can be converted into a storage compartment with hatch access by using our upgrade kits.
A map, drink bottle or snack fit neatly under the front deck elastics for easy access during your excursion.

specification
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Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Tandem recreational touring kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, touring river, canal and estuary
435 cm
Width 85 cm
Inside Cockpit
28 kg
Maximum load 280 kg

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Tracking Hull
Large open cockpit
Adjustable seats
Fold down High Support backrests
Thermofoam seat and backrest pads
Adjustable pedal footrests (front seating position)
Front deck elastics
Ergonomic grab handles
Flotation blocks

Optional Extras:
• High Back child seat
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Battens
• Easy Seal hatch kit
• Flotation Bulkhead kit
• De Luxe rudder kit

Kiwi 2 and Kiwi 3

kiwi 3

215 x 55 cm
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vista

vista

The Vista is an open cockpit, fast touring tandem for you to explore the avenues of the waterways and take in
the sights.
The smooth flowing hull keeps a true course on estuaries, lakes and rivers. This excellent directional stability comes
from our Tracking Hull that keeps a firm grip on the water. Stability is not compromised for speed so the Vista is
perfect whether you are experienced or new to kayaking.
The large carrying capacity and open cockpit amply accommodates two adults, in the comfortable Thermofoam
cushioned high-back seats. To adjust the trim for different weight combinations or solo paddling both seats can be
moved fore and aft. One or two small children can also join in the fun when you use optional High Back child seats.
A map and a small dry bag can be clipped to the front deck elastics for easy access. Larger items stow close to
hand in the cockpit or behind the rear seat. For more secure stowage this area is converted to sealed
compartment, with hatch access, in our Expedition version.

specification
Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Tandem touring kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, touring river, canal and estuary
485 cm
Width 82 cm
33 kg Standard 35 kg Expedition

Inside Cockpit 228 x 61 cm
Maximum load 300 kg

outfitting
Standard specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Large open cockpit
• Adjustable seats
• Fold-down High Support backrests
• Thermofoam seat and backrest pads
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Front deck elastics
• Ergonomic grab handles
• Flotation blocks
Expedition specification adds:
• Rear Easy Seal hatch
• Rear Flotation Bulkhead
• Rear deck elastics
(all Expedition features are available as upgrade kits
for the Standard version)
Optional Extras:
• High Back child seat
• Spraydeck with Anti-Implosion Battens
• De Luxe rudder

Hi back child seat

Vista
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eco bezhig

Bezhig; from the Anishinaabe language spoken by the Indian tribes of
Northern USA and Southern Canada. It means one.

eco bezhig

The Eco Bezhig is an expedition sea kayak in every sense of the word. It is quick across the water and
true tracking thanks to the sleek, shallow arched, hull and long water line.
Control is smooth and forgiving courtesy of soft chines. The water shedding and buoyant bow gives you a dry
ride, even in rough or choppy conditions.
To keep you in control in all conditions a retractable rudder comes as standard. This is particularly reassuring when
you encounter cross winds and currents. For improved performance and a clean deck all rudder control lines run
internally. Your comfort is ensured by a foam moulded Bulkhead Seat system that cushions all day long. This
ingenious seat also forms a bulkhead. The spacious cockpit accommodates a wide variety of paddler sizes in total
comfort. Storage opportunities are maximised as you would expect in an expedition kayak. You have access to
four independent storage compartments through the four hatches. For storing more urgently required items, such
as safety equipment and snacks, there is even a Glove Box in front of the cockpit.

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Foam moulded Bulkhead Seat with integral backrest
Thigh brace pads
Adjustable pedal footrest system
Front and rear Double Seal hatches
Front and rear Flotation Bulkheads
Rear Easy Seal day hatch
Front Easy Seal day hatch
Glove Box
De Luxe rudder
Paddle self-rescue
Safety lines
Front and rear deck elastics
Grab handles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Foam moulded Bulkhead Seat with integral backrest
Adjustable pedal footrest system
Front, middle and rear Double Seal hatches
Front and middle Flotation Bulkheads
Rear Easy Seal day hatch
De Luxe rudder
Safety lines
Front and rear deck elastics
Six grab handles

specification
Sea touring kayak
Intermediate - advanced
Coast, lake and estuary
564 cm
Width
59 cm
29 kg
Maximum load

eco niizh

Inside cockpit 74 x 45 cm
200 kg

Niizh; again from the Anishinaabe language meaning two.

The Eco-Niizh is a swift and exceptionally user friendly tandem sea kayak.
Just a quick glance will tell you this is no ordinary kayak ... it’s loaded with features. The Niizh is extremely stable
even when packed with gear for a multi-day trip. Smooth control and forgiving handling comes from the broad
shallow arch hull and soft chines, which also provide the stability. To give you a dry and predictable ride, even in
rough or choppy conditions, the water shedding bow has plenty of volume. And to keep you exploring it’s quick
across the water.
For added control in all sea states and when fully loaded, a retractable rudder is fitted as standard.
Comfort for all day excursions is provided by the unique foam moulded Bulkhead Seats, which are set in spacious
cockpits to accommodate any size of paddler. To help save weight and space, these seat systems ingeniously form
two of the sealed bulkheads.
Gear stowage is in three large compartments at bow, stern and centrally. Access to these compartments comes
through four hatches. Any items that you require more quickly can be stored close to hand under the deck elastics.

specification
current sea craft NZ sea kayaks
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Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Tandem sea touring kayak
Beginner - advanced
Coast, lake and estuary
585 cm
Width
77 cm
44 kg
Maximum load

Inside cockpit 80 x 43 cm
300 kg

eco niizh

outfitting

Eco Bezhig and Eco Niizh

Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight
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squirt

squirt

The Squirt’s safe open feel and easy handling are perfect for family fun at the beach, lake or river.
This playful kayak is especially popular with children who love the manageable size and light weight. Parents
appreciate the safe open styling and the chance to relax. Of course it’s adults who are racing to be first on the
water.
The extremely stable and forgiving hull design is popular with paddlers of all abilities. For easy exploration the
Tracking Hull flows smoothly and holds a true course. To ensure your comfort afloat the contour moulded cockpit
features our self bailing system to allow water to drain away quickly. To give even greater comfort and control our
optional extras can be quickly clipped in place on the accessory attachment loops.

specification
Recreation sit on kayak
Beginner - intermediate
Lake, coast, estuary and touring river
270 cm
Width 78 cm
15 kg
Maximum load 85 kg

Our most popular sit on kayak features a versatile blend of touring, surfing and all round fun.
Exceptional stability and user friendly handling means you need look no further for a kayak to suit families and fun
seekers at the beach, lake or river. Paddlers of all abilities benefit from a smooth and predictable ride thanks to the
ingenious hull design and even volume distribution. To keep you drier and in control when you’re playing on waves
or scooting around the bow stays high in the water. Exploration is made easy thanks to excellent tracking even in
choppy conditions. And to ensure you don’t miss out on any of the fun it turns quickly on command.
Comfort and control comes courtesy of the contour moulded seating area with moulded backrest and integral
foot supports. Stow gear for your day afloat in a storage keg in the purpose designed recess.
The Scooter is manageable, easy to car-top and requires minimal storage space thanks to the compact size and
mould-in handling features.
Choose the features that suit you best with either our Beach or Surf specification and easy-to-upgrade extras.
Perception’s reliable and robust construction combined with the stackable design make the Scooter very popular
with fleet operators.

specification
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Recreation sit-on kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, coast, estuary and touring river
295 cm
Width 75 cm
20 kg
Maximum load 150 kg

scooter

outfitting
Beach Specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Contour moulded seat
• Self bailing system
• Mould in footrests
• Mould in grab handles
• Accessory attachment loops
• Recessed stowage area
• Drain plug
Surf Specification adds:
• Adjustable thigh straps *
• Screw hatch with mesh stowage bag *
• Safety lines
• Water bottle *
• Accessory strap *
(* available as upgrade kits for the Beach version)
Optional Extras:
• Foam moulded backrest kit
• Padded seat kit
• Self bailer bungs
• Storage keg

Squirt and Scooter

scooter

Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Tracking Hull
Contour moulded seat
Self bailing system
Mould in footrests
Accessory attachment loops
Ergonomic grab handles
Mould in solo carry handles
Drain plug

Optional Extras:
• Foam moulded backrest kit
• Padded seat kit
• Adjustable thigh strap kit
• Self bailer bungs

Transport to and from the water is made easy by end carry handles and mould-in solo carry handles. Storage is no
problem with a brief length of under 3 metres. The Squirt’s robust construction is very popular with fleet operators
and boaters who would rather be on the water than worrying about maintenance.

Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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gemini

gemini

This extremely popular, user friendly tandem is perfect for inland or coast. You can explore, catch a wave or
just play.
On the water, excellent stability allows you to cruise with confidence and enjoy the scenery whatever your experience.
Relaxing in the comfortable self-bailing seats you will appreciate the Gemini’s fun and forgiving temperament. The
smooth, predictable ride and exceptional directional stability comes without compromise of manoeuvrability. This
versatility is courtesy of the combination of our Tracking Hull, upswept bow and perfectly balanced volume distribution.
Store lunch and other gear for your day afloat in a storage keg in the purpose designed rear stowage area, which also
accommodates a dry bag. Off the water this compact design is very manageable thanks to the moulded handling
features. It transports with ease and requires modest storage space.

Surf Specification adds:
• Adjustable thigh straps *
• Screw hatch with mesh stowage bags *
• Safety lines
• Water bottles *
• Accessory strap *
(* available as upgrade kits for the Beach version)

The Gemini is a firm favourite with fleet operators who appreciate Perception’s signature reliability, robust construction
and stackable design.

specification
Tandem recreation sit on kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, coast, estuary and touring river
376 cm
Width 80 cm
28 kg Beach
29 kg Surf
Maximum load

Optional Extras:
• Foam moulded backrest kit
• Padded seat kit
• Self bailer bungs
• Storage keg

200 kg

freedom 2

freedom 2
This tandem touring sit on is smooth and quick across the water on lakes, rivers and the sea.
It holds a true course thanks to the Tracking Hull and long waterline. These work in combination with the flared
bow to cut through chop and waves for a smooth ride on extended trips.
For comfort the ergonomic cockpits feature our self bailing system to quickly drain away water.
A storage keg with your gear for the journey fits neatly into the storage recess in the stern. Alternatively it could
be a dry bag, cooler or scuba tank you’re storing.
The quick handling characteristics are particularly popular with beach fleet operators.
For touring and exploring you will appreciate the added control and storage options offered by our Surf
specification and optional upgrade extras.

specification
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Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Tandem touring sit on kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, coast, estuary and touring river
473 cm
Width 84 cm
35 kg Beach
37 kg Surf

Maximum load

280 kg

outfitting
Beach Specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Contour moulded seat
• Self bailing system
• Mould in footrests
• Accessory attachment loops
• Recessed stowage area
• Grab handles
• Drain plug
Surf Specification adds:
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Adjustable thigh straps
• Easy Seal hatch
• Screw hatches with mesh stowage bags
• Water bottles
(all Surf features are available as upgrade kits for the
Beach version)
Optional Extras:
• Foam moulded backrest kit
• Padded seat kit
• Self bailer bungs
• Accessory strap for storage recess
• Storage keg

Gemini and Freedom 2

Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

outfitting
Beach Specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Contour moulded seat
• Self bailing system
• Mould in footrests
• Mould in handles
• Accessory attachment loops
• Recessed stowage area
• Drain plug
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freedom 1

freedom 1

The Freedom is a swift sit on kayak for touring on the sea and lakes.
Excellent directional stability comes from the same Tracking Hull as found on our touring kayaks. The smooth flowing
hull carries you quickly across the water on your excursions. Beginners draw confidence from the safe open feel and
exceptional stability.
A storage keg, cooler or waterproof bag fit neatly into the storage recess in the stern. For divers this purpose
designed storage area holds a tank and other equipment.
Our low maintenance Beach outfitting is very popular with fleet operators.
For more control and storage whilst touring and exploring check out our Surf specification and upgrade kits.

Surf Specification adds:
• Adjustable pedal footrests
• Adjustable thigh straps
• Easy Seal hatch
• Screw hatch with mesh stowage bag
• Water bottle
(all Surf features are available as upgrade
kits for the Beach version)

specification
Sit on touring kayak
Beginner - advanced
Lake, coast, estuary and touring river
401 cm
Width 78 cm
22 kg Beach
24 kg Surf

Maximum load

180 kg

five O

five O

Optional Extras:
• Foam moulded backrest kit
• Padded seat kit
• Self bailer bungs
• Accessory strap for storage recess
• Storage keg

This surf kayak mixes fun and high performance in a user-friendly package.
The ingenious design is stable and predictable enough for adventurous newcomers to surfing, yet quick and
manoeuvrable for expert competitors. Rapid acceleration comes from the fast, planing hull. Sharp rails give you
the control to carve cut backs and shred all day.
The comfortable, safety engineered outfitting can be easily adjusted to suit all paddling abilities. Firm control
comes from the custom designed footrest and thigh strap configuration. Your comfort and control is enhanced by
the self bailing system which allows water to escape quickly from the cockpit area.

specification
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Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

Surf sit on kayak
Intermediate - advanced
Surf
297 cm
Width 72 cm
20 kg
Maximum load 110 kg

outfitting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Superlinear Polyethylene shell
Planing hull
Sharp rails
Contour moulded seat
Self bailing system
Adjustable footrest system
Adjustable thigh straps
Surf fin
Screw hatch with mesh stowage bag
Grab handles
Water bottle
Drain plug

Freedom 1 and Five O

Type
User guide
Water type
Length
Weight

outfitting
Beach Specification:
• Superlinear Polyethylene shell
• Tracking Hull
• Contour moulded seat
• Self bailing system
• Mould in footrests
• Accessory attachment loops
• Recessed stowage area
• Grab handles
• Solo carry handle
• Drain plug
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Perception Kayaks.
Bellbrook Business Park, Uckfield, East Sussex TN22 1QQ England
Tel: +44 (0)1825 765891 Fax: +44 (0)1825 763707
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